1. A well known formula of A. C. Dixon [l] , which is equivalent to the functional identity In their proper setting, the formulae (1) and (2) belong to the theory of hypergeometric series. We however present below a very simple and elementary approach to (2) leading to some generalizations from which this formula appears in a new light. As is well known, the first elementary proof of (2) is due to H. W. Richmond [5] . For two other elementary proofs of more recent origin, we refer to the papers1 [3] and [6] .
2. We can clearly set up the identity
where the coefficients Cnv) are successively determined by the equations
expressing the equality of the coefficients of an~kfik on both sides of (3). In fact, (3) and (4) In deriving the latter formula in (10), Vandermonde's identity has been used. Taking £ = 3, a = l, /?= -1 and replacing n by 2» in (3), we obtain (2). The case p = 3 of (3) has been derived by P. A. MacMahon [4] by another procedure which is not altogether elementary.
3. If, in (7), which evidently holds for arbitrary p, we write -(p + 1) for p and define d™ with Here we have used the notation of finite differences with A operating on the index s in d^. Now This is analogous to (2), but not so interesting.
In fact it is a particular case of the more readily derivable formula as, s<-i>'/(";>^{i+(-i»-/C"1)}-m > n ^ 0.
For the proof of (18), we need only notice the relations (m -l\ / m\ / m \ m\ r )={m-r){r) = {r+1)\r+l)' ° = ^»-
